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Government funds
greener transport nudge
With the publication of the
Government’s Local Transport White
Paper Creating Growth, Cutting Carbon
(England) and the accompanying Local
Sustainable Transport Fund (LSTF) in
January, CTC welcomed the
commitment to ‘nudge’ people towards
greener transport choices.
In his statement, transport minister
Norman Baker MP said that sustainable
transport – walking and cycling – was a
particularly good way of making shorter,
local trips, contributing to the economy
and helping to tackle congestion with all
its adverse effects on businesses. He
added, “Let us not forget the further
benefits that follow a shift to more
sustainable transport - benefits to the air
we breathe and to our levels of fitness,
and the money in our pockets as well.”

Money for ‘smarter choices’
Local authorities in England (outside
London) are being invited to bid for a
share of the LSTF’s £560m over four years (April 2011 - March 2015).
The money must go towards transport solutions aiming to promote
economic growth and cut carbon emissions, with sub-objectives to
promote physical activity, air quality improvements and safer streets.
£350m is ‘revenue funding’, which can support ‘smarter choices’ (e.g.
cycle training and the promotion of cycling for schools, workplaces and
other targeted groups), while £210m is capital funding for transport
infrastructure.

sustainable transport groups but also by local authorities themselves.
Measures that are typically revenue-funded, such as cycle training,
personalised travel planning, and cycling development projects, are
already proving cost-effective ways of increasing cycle use. For this
reason CTC plans to expand the deployment of its Cycle Champions,
Bike Club and Workplace Challenge programmes (see www.ctc.org.uk).
Continued on Page 2.

The shift in the balance towards revenue (as opposed to capital)
fundings will be strongly welcomed not just by CTC and other

Cycling meets all the Fund’s criteria, so getting it written into bids
makes sense – and CTC is here to help: turn to page 3.

About CTC… CycleDigest is a publication of the CTC Charitable Trust (Registered Charity No. 1104324). The Trust is the charity arm
of CTC, the UK’s largest cycling membership organisation with 70,000 members and affiliates. www.ctc.org.uk
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Government funds
greener transport nudge
CTC has two concerns about the LSTF and the White Paper:
Congestion factor: the Fund’s criteria include tackling congestion to
support the local economy and to facilitate economic development.
However if councils do try squeezing more traffic through the road
network, they could worsen air pollution, physical inactivity and road
casualties – the costs of which are three times greater than those due
to congestion, as the White Paper itself recognises. This in turn could
undermine not just the LSTF’s main objective of carbon reduction but
its economic objective as well.
Poor design: If travel behaviour is to change for good, the Government
must also consider the poor design of cycle facilities and road layouts.
These are concerns for experienced cyclists and significant barriers for
new cyclists, yet the White Paper does little to address them.
• White Paper: www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/regional/sustainabletransport
• LSTF guidance: www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/regional/transportfund

Further reading on local
transport and ‘smarter choices’:
• CTC has published two documents to help local authorities
incorporate cycling and smarter measures in their Local Transport
Plans (which need to be completed by the start of April). Cycling: a
local transport solution and a specific briefing on smarter choices.
www.ctc.org.uk/ltp.
• Published to coincide with the LSTF (see front page), Soft
measures – hard facts reviews evidence on smarter choices to
encourage a shift away from car use towards more active and low
carbon travel. It presents the available UK-wide evidence from 16
different programmes, from ideas to promote more walking or
cycling to individuals, to more complex schemes in workplaces
and across towns and cities. Produced by a partnership
embracing transport, economic development and public health
interests, this is the first edition which will be updated annually as
new evidence and new measures emerge.
www.healthyweight4children.org.uk/resource/item.aspx?RID=92577
• See also The Roadshow Approach on page 7 for news of a project
to encourage cycling as a smarter choice in Greater Bristol.

Spring date for new
road safety strategy
The Department for Transport is due to publish a ‘strategic framework
for road safety’ this spring. CTC hopes this will build on the ‘road safety
strategy’ left incomplete by the previous government. Specifically CTC
is looking for the inclusion of two key elements: a recognition that
cycling gets safer the more cyclists there are – the ‘Safety in Numbers’
effect (see www.ctc.org.uk/safetyinnumbers); and a real incentive for
councils and others to tackle the fears that put people off cycling, such
as speeding and bad driving. More in the next CycleDigest.

From the Editor...

In keeping with the season, we hope you’ll find the
news in this quarter’s CycleDigest especially
promising after the funding cuts worries we’ve had
for the last two issues. The Local Sustainable
Transport Fund (England, outside London) has the
potential to offer much for cycling as a ‘smarter
choice’ (front page), and CTC’s expertise is on
hand to help with bids – local authorities please get
in touch (p3). Parliamentarians are singing the praise of cycling (p2);
Bikeability is safe from cuts (p4); and roadshows to promote cycling to
non-cyclists are having an impact in Bristol (p7). Sadly, tram
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Northern Ireland and the
Protective Headgear Bill
MLA Pat Ramsey’s Cyclists (Protective Headgear) Bill, which
would make cycle helmets compulsory in Northern Ireland if it
becomes law, has passed the second stage, by two votes in the
Assembly. The Bill must now go through further legislative
processes, during which CTC will maintain its opposition.
CTC’s Bike Club Development Officer in Northern Ireland Tim
Edgar, said, "We want to make cycling as safe as possible, just like
the supporters of this Bill. But there's robust evidence that making
helmets compulsory puts people off cycling in the first place. That
would have a significant impact on the current levels of cycling
which we've worked so hard to increase over the last few years.
“Money and time needs to be invested to tackle the causes of road
dangers such as speeding traffic. Safer, well-designed roads must
be a priority and children should be given the skills and confidence
to use them, through on-road training and practical guidance. For
a relatively small sum of money, we could give every child the
opportunity to cycle safely and enjoy all the benefits that brings.”
Enforcing the law, especially on children, would be seriously
problematic too. Sustrans is also opposing the Bill. See:
www.ctc.org.uk/NIrelandHelmets for more.

30 mph too fast for
children's visual abilities
Research by scientists from Royal Holloway, University of London,
shows that primary age children (6-11 years) cannot accurately see or
judge the speed of vehicles travelling above 20 mph. This is yet another
argument in favour of the Sustrans-led Quality Streets campaign for 20
mph streets, which CTC is supporting – and against relying exclusively
or too much on teaching children to pay more attention when crossing
the road as the best way of protecting them.
www.rhul.ac.uk/aboutus/newsandevents/
news/newsarticles/speedchildren.aspx

Parliamentary praise
for cycling
Co-Chair of the All Party Parliamentary Cycling Group Julian
Huppert MP (Cambridge) recently secured a House of Commons
debate on cycling in England. Apart from stressing all the usual
benefits, he outlined the advantages that cycling brought to him as
an MP. He said that riding round his constituency put him in closer
touch with it because it “allows me to see the world around me
and for people to see me. In a car, one is very much separated,
whereas on a bike, one is very much part of the environment."
In her response, transport minister Theresa Villiers was also highly
complimentary about cycling and said how useful she had
personally found Bikeability training.
For the full debate (21/1/2011) see: www.theyworkforyou.com >
debates

news from Manchester isn’t unalloyed joy, nor are moves to make
more room for driving in Scotland (p4); but at least things are looking up
for cycling in English Forestry Commission woodlands - public objection
to the idea of a mass sell-off led to a Government climb-down, but
there’s still some campaigning to do on access to this, one of the best
motor traffic-free settings for cycling (p5). On page 6, you’ll find some
clues about what goes on in cyclists’ minds and what resources they
use when it comes to working out how to get somewhere; and if you
want to encourage good road maintenance along the way, send in your
nominations for our Fill that Hole Awards (back page).
Cherry Allan - cherry.allan@ctc.org.uk
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Cycling meets all the criteria for the Local
Sustainable Transport Fund and CTC can
help with your application!

CTC can:
• Offer a unique consultancy service
• Listen to your needs, wants and aspirations
• Complement your ideas and planned cycling activities
• Understand your local issues
• Undertake the ‘legwork’ for your LSTF bid application

CTC track record
• Proven knowledge and experience – and the ability to write winning bids
• We are easy to work with and have established local relationships
• We already have Cycling Development Officers working in over 30 local authorities
• CTC is our trusted brand for adults
• Bike Club is our successful programme for young people

Which CTC package is right for your LSTF bid?
Travel Behaviour Change
Does your LSTF bid aim to increase cycling trips by identified target groups, for example,
workplaces, universities, communities, hospitals and young people? If so, then you’ll need
our Travel Behaviour Change package, which applies tried and tested social marketing and
education approaches town, city or county wide.
Community Change
Does your LSTF bid aim to increase cycling trips through an intensive intervention to create a
cycling culture in a targeted area? Then contact us about our Community Change package.
Our CTC/Bike Club Development Officers will work extensively and flexibly in your specified
areas or communities.
Cycle Centres
If your LSTF bid aims to increase cycling trips through highly visible, flagship cycling projects,
then we recommend using a CTC/Bike Club Cycle Centre. We can establish these centres at
locations as varied as railway stations, major employers, tourism hot spots, community
centres and leisure sites. Activities at Cycle Centres might cover bike maintenance, recycling,
storage, cycle hire, education, volunteer support, led rides, crime reduction, health, and
disability schemes.
Project Management
CTC can offer a complete cycling delivery strategy for your LSTF bid, incorporating all our
programmes under one management structure. Alternatively, if you don’t have a Cycling
Officer or are preparing a smaller cycling programme, we can manage your project for you or
you can join one of our collaborative bids across multiple local authorities.

Next step?

Contact us now on 0844 736 8450 / cycling@ctc.org.uk
and we will happily work with you to meet your needs.
3
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NEws From sCoTlANd

News from Scotland: more big roads for cars
By Peter Hayman, CTC Councillor, Scotland
Heavy snow in December saw Minister for Transport Stewart
Stevenson MSP resign, when some drivers got stuck on the M8. His
successor (minus the climate change portfolio) Keith Brown MSP,
announced a new M8 motorway only the next day. Two days later,
the Scottish Parliament approved the Bill for a new £1.7bn to £2.3bn
Forth Crossing Road Bridge. A Moodiesburn bypass has now opened
as part of the £320m upgrade to motorway of the Stepps-Haggs A80,
while further ‘improvements’ to the M8, M73 & M74 and dualling of the
A9 are being progressed by Transport Scotland. Cars rule again over
the Sustainable and Active Travel pot - electric and low carbon
vehicles are likely to get three quarters of a £4m increase.
Better news is that intensive campaigning looks to have maintained a
ring-fenced Walking, Cycling and Safer Streets fund for local
authorities, only reduced from £9m to £7.5m. Another encouraging
note comes from Road Sense, challenging the legality of the Aberdeen
Western Peripheral Route. An Order by the Court of Session means
that their costs will now be capped at £40,000, should they lose.
www.road-sense.org
An attempt to curb car dominance in town, supported by CTC, the
Lothian cycle campaign Spokes et al, is a Member’s Bill by Ross

Finnie MSP to give councils more power to move against pavement
parking and the blocking of dropped kerbs.
Keith Brown MSP was on BBC Scotland’s Call Kaye show along with
CTC, to discuss the pothole problem. His plea was the ‘exceptional
bad weather’ while adding an extra £15m for road maintenance. CTC
highlighted the serious hazard that potholes present to cyclists as well
as CTC’s Fill that Hole initiative (see back page).
The Glasgow Strategic Plan for Cycling was approved. Although
somewhat sport orientated, working groups will progress actions. One
group, which includes CTC, will look at planning a more modest mass
participation ride to replace the Sky Ride, which won’t be run in
Glasgow this year. Edinburgh are, however, negotiating to host their
first Sky Ride.
A mass walk/run and cycle ride along the £600m M74 extension
before it is opened to motor traffic will be limited to 20,000 people once again showing the latent demand for safe, fun cycling and
walking. Although a great advert for active travel, people power on a
monster motorway was not considered to be an appropriate way of
launching a plan for Glasgow’s cycling renaissance!

Cycle training news

Cycles and Manchester’s trams

• Bikeability, or ‘cycling proficiency for the
21st century’, has survived the
Government’s spending cuts. This is very
good news for the future of cycling according to a parliamentary answer,
102,000 children received
government-funded National Standard and
Bikeability cycle training through local
authorities in England from 2009-10, while
Schools Sports Partnerships delivered the
training to another 66,000 children.
www.theyworkforyou.com (8/11/2010)

Members of the Greater Manchester Integrated Transport Authority's (GMITA) have decided not
to rule out the possibility of cycle carriage on Metrolink trams. Following a review last November,
covered folding bikes are still permitted and all other cycles remain banned. Members agreed,
however, that when the trams have their mid-life refurbishment, interior design must not preclude
any future adaptation, should the cycle policy be revised.

• The Department for Transport (DfT) has
confirmed that CTC is now a recognised
Instructor Training Organisation (ITO), a
requirement for teaching instructors to
deliver National Standards cycle training.
Only instructors who are members of an
ITO will be able to provide cycle training to
local authorities and Schools Sports
Partnerships who draw DfT grants for cycle
training. www.ctc.org.uk/training
• In Denmark, the Danish Cyclists’ Federation
is making sure that the fun of developing
the skills to cycle is captured early. In
nurseries all round the country, children as
young as two are being encouraged to play
games on bicycles – catching bubbles or
picking up coloured balls, for example. They
love it. www.cycling-embassy.dk/category/
know-how (13/12/2010)

Steve Bowater of Greater Manchester Cycling Campaign said, “Councillors were due to vote on
this issue much earlier, but following serious criticism about the background information supplied
to them, they decided to set up a working group to review cycle carriage on Metrolink.
“This review included a third survey of passengers by the Greater Manchester’s Passenger
Transport Executive (GMPTE), and despite the questionnaire highlighting all the perceived
negatives about cycle carriage, encouragingly the majority of passengers still supported it,
including non-cycling and disabled passengers.
“The GMPTE’s attitude to cycle carriage has always appeared to us to be unnecessarily negative,
so the latest decision to maintain the current ban wasn’t entirely unexpected. However, we were
able to get Committee members to reinstate their working group’s recommendation ‘That the
design of T68 trams relating to any mid-life refurbishment should not preclude any future
adaptation of the interior of trams, should there be a future change in policy in relation to the
carriage of bikes’.
Photo: Daniel Cadden Photography
“This recommendation has kept
cycle carriage on the agenda, and
with the possible future introduction
of Tram-Trains (i.e. using trams on
heavy rail lines) in the region, the
issue will not go away.”
For GMITA on the subject see
www.gmita.gov.uk and search for
‘cycles on trams’
For Greater Manchester Cycling
Campaign, see www.gmcc.org.uk

It’s good, but long-awaited news for ‘no entry-except cycles’ signs, a simple means of telling everyone that cyclists
are allowed to ride both ways along a one-way street – something that the ‘flying motor bike’ sign didn’t make
especially clear. In answer to a question during the ‘Cycling in England’ debate (see p2), transport minister Theresa
Villiers said she welcomed the trial of the sign and that the results would be part of the signs review discussed in
the Local Transport White Paper (see front page). She added that she hoped that the sign “will be seen more widely
on England's streets in future.” Contra-flow cycling, which is common in Europe, is an excellent way of helping
cyclists get from A to B more conveniently, so allowing it to be signed more effectively is an encouraging move.
4
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Cycling and forest sell-offs

CTC has welcomed the Government’s
cancellation of its proposals for a mass
sell-off of publicly owned English
forests. However, since there are still
plans to sell 15% of that forestry estate,
the campaign is on to defend access by
cycle. Colin Palmer, CTC’s Rights of Way
Advisor, explains why.
Environment Secretary Caroline Spelman MP announced on 17th
February that she will delete the clauses in the Public Bodies Bill that
would have enabled the mass sale of Forestry Commission land in
England. As a result, the Government will now abandon plans to
facilitate the sale of this estate. Instead it will set up a panel to advise
on biodiversity and forest access.
Despite the Government’s U-turn, it still intends to sell 40,000 hectares,
equivalent to 15% of the Forestry Commission estate - although these
sales will not be implemented until the criteria are reassessed. CTC will
campaign to retain cycle access in these forests.

Forest cycling
Cycling has gained outstanding benefits from an extremely fruitful
relationship with the Forestry Commission (FC) supported by both
government and FC policies to encourage healthy and sustainable
recreation.
CTC estimates that the FC provides around 20% of all off-road cycle
access in England. Forests and woodlands tend to be much more
useable than the rights of way network and access is reliable. This
makes them attractive both to mountain bikers and the family cyclist.
CTC affiliate IMBA-UK calculates that motor traffic-free recreational
cycle journeys are split fairly evenly:
• A third are on FC trails
• A third are on the rights of way network in National Parks
• The remaining third are on all other byways & bridleways,
un-surfaced unclassified roads, towpaths and rail-trails.

Woodland owners other than the FC generally make reasonable provision
for access on foot. However, this is not the case for cycling. Only a
handful of woodlands are open for cycling, including Crown Estates at
Bracknell, Ladybower Woods in the Peak District and Penshurst Woods
in Kent. Increased burden of management, the desire for privacy, liability
issues, and conflict with shooting interests are cited as the main reasons
for this lack of cycle access in privately owned woodland.

CTC view
CTC is considerably concerned that the sale of any publicly owned
forest may result in an unacceptable loss of cycling facility - at odds
with government policy to encourage physical activity and access to the
countryside. CTC believes that cycle access is best protected by
remaining in the public estate. In the event of sales, however, CTC
wants to see robust measures to protect cycle access in perpetuity and
believes that the most effective way would be through dedication of
forest roads and waymarked trails using s16 Countryside & Rights of
Way Act 2000, before any sales are made.
CTC is in discussion with the Forestry Commission to find solutions to
its concerns and is lobbying government to include protection of cycle
access as part of any sales.
www.ctc.org.uk/forests

Jumpsite & other adrenalin junkies
Do we really want to produce a generation of youngsters whose only
idea of a thrill can be found on the screen of a Nintendo?
If you are a land manager exasperated by some youths’ insistence
on escaping the straightjacket of health & safety assessments, then
this Forestry Commission Research Note is a ‘must read’. Author
Katherine King interviewed forty 13 to 25 year-olds primarily at
Bedgebury Woods in Kent and found that they wanted to build crazy
jumps, miss (or hit) unbending trees, take outlandish risks - with their
mates away from the disapproval of adults.
Woodland provides just this opportunity, as expressed by one 18
year-old: “Cause like sometimes I’ll just go down on my own and
......you do what you wanna do and there’s no-one telling you what
to do, there’s no-one for miles around. .....that’s part of the reason
we’re in the woods though ... is to get away from other people”.
Lifestyle, identity and young people's experiences of mountain biking
can be downloaded from: www.forestry.gov.uk
5
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New Atkins study sheds light on how
cyclists navigate and the effectiveness of
different communication techniques
By Neil Guthrie, Atkins
As part of its framework contract with Slough Borough Council, Atkins
was commissioned to produce a new cycling strategy in the summer of
last year for the Local Transport Plan 3 (LTP3) period.
A survey was carried out among local people who cycle to ensure that
the strategy was a focused document based on a thorough
understanding of the key cycling issues in the borough. The respondents
- 94 cyclists - were reached via employer forums, roadside distribution,
and questionnaires attached to parked bikes in the town centre and train
station.
route selection: Useful data was collected on a full range of issues, but
the little-explored area of route selection was of particular interest.
Respondents were asked about the most important criteria: directness
came out on top, followed by safety. They were then asked how they
navigate to their destination. The majority (54%) simply rely on their
knowledge of the local area reflecting the short distance and local nature
of journeys made by bike. Other techniques were mentioned but only by
relatively few respondents - 14% used a general map, 12% cycle route
signs, 8% advice from friends and colleagues, 7% general road signs,
and 3%, the local cycle map. The numbers using the cycle map were
surprisingly low. However, the survey also found that most of the
respondents (65%) did not know of the map’s existence, and only 18%
had a copy.

Respondents were also handed a map with their questionnaire, and
asked to mark on the routes they followed along with any hazardous
locations. This revealed that respondents sometimes followed non-cycle
routes despite higher numbers of recorded collisions, and the option of
a parallel designated route. Reasons for this could relate to indirectness,
a lack of signage, or social safety problems.
Information about local cycling: Feedback was also sought on how
people would prefer to receive information about local cycling. This was
prompted in part by the increasing use of the Internet by local and
central government in recent years. Although just over a third of
respondents said they would be happy to check the council’s website,
the remainder would prefer more conventional means - 20% would like
information (maps, leaflets etc) in the post, 16% handed directly to them
when out cycling, and 15% would like to access paper copies in public
places such as libraries and cycle shops.
Conclusion: A number of lessons can be learned from the survey for the
wider cycle-planning community:
• The overall findings support recent developments in the profession,
i.e. recognising that cyclists use the whole highway network, and
seek the most direct route regardless of signage and formal
cycle-route designation. This adds weight to the increasingly popular
‘Bikeability’ approach for cycle maps, where all roads are graded
according to how suitable they are for the cyclist’s level of skill.
• The lack of awareness of Slough’s cycle map (despite being easy to
find on the Internet) suggests that other means are needed to
communicate with local cyclists, including printed information handed
directly to them, made available at local destinations, or sent in the
post. Transport for London, for example, has particularly effective
dissemination techniques where cycling information is distributed to
people outside busy train stations or in shopping centres.
Slough’s Integrated Transport and Road Safety Team Leader, Savio
DeCruz, comments; “The council was surprised at the response with
regard to the cycle map, as an online version has been available for a
number of years. The survey results make interesting reading, and
emphasise that we have a lot of work to do on the promotion of cycling.”
More information neil.guthrie@atkinsglobal.com
Cyclestreets can offer councils and campaign groups UK-wide a
local journey planner to incorporate into their websites. See
www.cyclestreets.net/localauthorities
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The roadshow approach: taking to
the streets in Greater Bristol
By Ben Hillsdon, Bristol City Council’s Cycling City team
For some people, cycling is an obvious choice and easy to do; for
others, it all seems a bit alien. A world of fixing punctures and sweating
heavily, they imagine. Getting out and talking to people about cycling
helps to break down those misconceptions, and hopefully goes some
way to persuading them to saddle up and grab life by the handlebars.

as heavily discounted city cycling skills training, electric bike taster
sessions and route planning to build a customer’s mental map of the
city’s cycling routes. The team has been successful in overcoming
some of these perceptual barriers and has seen some real successes in
converting people's attitudes to 'can do'.

In Bristol and South Gloucestershire we’ve formed a roadshow team to
go out and meet non-cyclists on their own turf, helping them to get to
grips with the thought of a two-wheeled world.

The only other problem, which is nice to have, is juggling competing
demands. Whilst the team is flexible, some weekends in summer can
be very busy, with multiple events happening around the city, so we
sometimes need to prioritise. Clearly it is better for us to work in venues
where there are greater opportunities to have quality conversations and
encourage new people to cycle, rather than simply have a nice chat
with existing cyclists - though it's always tempting!

We have ten part-time staff and an eye-catching trike, complete with
branded livery, to promote cycling to non-cyclists through businesses,
neighbourhoods and local events. The team has worked at street
parties, markets, libraries, railway stations, health centres and with a
range of employers - including Bristol Zoo, solicitors and architects’
practices, hospitals and even the MoD. This flexibility enabled us to be
present at over 400 events last year - reaching people from many parts
of the city who might otherwise have missed the opportunity to get help
to start cycling, find out about our routes or get their cycle fixed.
The roadshow has been great value for money, as the team has taken
on the responsibility for managing our loan bike fleet, arranging training
and Dr Bike sessions, assisted at events, including Bristol's Biggest
Bike Ride, and managed all manner of requests
for support. The team has also shown great
innovation in coming up with ideas, for example
teaming up with the police to promote cycle
security at businesses, arranging buddy rides for
new cyclists and lunchtime 'try a bike' sessions.

In 2008 Bristol and South Gloucestershire were fortunate to receive a
pulse of funding from central Government, kick-starting the Cycling City
project and enabling the city to build on the groundwork it had
established. Now that funding is coming to an end, the city is keen to
continue the momentum it has built, keeping the cycle renaissance
going. The Local Sustainable Transport Fund, for example, provides a
great opportunity to do that. There is considerable optimism that this is
simply the end of one phase and the start of a bright future for Greater
Bristol's reputation as a Cycling City. www.betterbybike.info

We’ve had some extremely positive comments
from customers. Some major employers have
been highly complimentary, as the team has
helped them to increase the number of people
cycling to work, enabling them to meet their
sustainable travel objectives. At the other
extreme, we have had positive feedback from
individuals who have started cycling later in life,
taken basic training and perhaps borrowed a bike
from us to get a one-month taster of the cycling
experience.
The main obstacle we’ve found is self-belief:
people doubt that they can be a ‘cyclist’, yet they
feel positive about the idea of ‘riding a bike’.
Bristol is a hilly city too, which puts people off.
Also, as with any city, traffic can be busy at
times, which can intimidate newcomers. To
overcome these obstacles, we offer services such

Healthy cycling people
At the end of November, the Government set out its strategy for public health in England in its White Paper, Healthy lives, healthy people. This
outlined a “commitment to protecting the population from serious health threats; helping people live longer, healthier and more fulfilling lives; and
improving the health of the poorest, fastest.”
Given that the Paper states that “Britain is now the most obese nation in Europe”, it is good that cycling gets a few mentions, including a text-box
devoted to CTC’s workplace cycling project in Swindon on page 47. Part of the UK-wide Cycle Challenge, this invited all organisation in the
Swindon area to see who could get the most staff to cycle for just 10 minutes or more. Overall, 853 participants cycled 37,180 miles between
them burning 35 million kilojoules of energy.
• Swindon challenge: www.swindoncyclechallenge.org.uk
• For more on the Challenge programme, including a downloadable brochure, see: www.ctc.org.uk > Workplace Challenge
• For the White Paper, see: www.dh.gov.uk > publications
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NEw PublICATIoNs
Climate Change and Transport Choices
(Government Social Research, commissioned by DfT)
Survey of public attitudes to climate change, transport, and the
motivators and barriers to more sustainable transport behaviours. On
cycling it found that:
• Around half of respondents owned or had regular use of a bicycle.
Of these 27% cycled regularly (at least once a week), but only 5%
usually cycled to work, school or college with 3% usually cycling
when making top-up food shopping trips;
• Of those who were able to cycle, 63% agreed that they would ‘find
cycling on the roads stressful’ and 60% that it is ‘too dangerous to
cycle on the roads’;
• 53% disagreed that ‘I’m not the kind of person who rides a bicycle’,
while 34% did agree;
• For every three respondents who had tried cycling to work, two had
reverted back to using their car.
The last point seems to press the case for schemes that not only
encourage people to try cycle commuting, but incentivise them to
keep going – e.g. CTC’s Workplace Challenges (www.ctc.org.uk >
workplace challenge)
www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/scienceresearch/social/climatechangetransport
choices/pdf/interimreport.pdf

Deaths of Cyclists in London: trends from 1992 to 2006
Andrei S Morgan et al, (London School of Hygiene &
Tropical Medicine) published by BMC Public Health
2010, 10:699
Study leading the authors to conclude that “Freight vehicles over 3.5
tonnes continue to present a disproportionate threat; they should be
removed from urban roads and more appropriate means of delivery of
essential goods found.” Data analysis showed that from 1992 to 2006
there was a mean of 16 cycling fatalities per year, 146 in inner London
and 96 in outer London. Freight vehicles were involved in 103 of 242
(43%) of all incidents and the vehicle was making a left turn in over
half of these (53%).
CTC believes that it is important to note, however, that cyclists’ overall
death rate has been declining - including post 2006 data would have
demonstrated this, and had the authors taken into account the recent
decline in car/cyclist deaths, the study would also have seen that lorry
deaths (which have not declined) now represent an even higher
proportion of a reduced overall total.
www.biomedcentral.com/content/pdf/1471-2458-10-699.pdf

Travel Actively Annual Review 2010
(Active Travel Consortium)
Celebrates some of Travel Actively’s 50 projects to address health and
wellbeing through active travel like walking and cycling, led by a
consortium of leading walking, cycling and health organisations
(including CTC). www.travelactively.org.uk > publications

dIAry dATEs
Going Up a Gear - Urban Cycling Beyond London
Pteg Big City Cycling Conference
30th March 2011, Sheffield
Hear from some of the most successful urban cycling initiatives in
the UK and identify the best and most cost effective ways of bringing
about a step-change in the levels of urban cycling outside London.
Going Up a Gear offers the opportunity to take forward the work of
Cycling England. Keynote address from Norman Baker MP,
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State for Transport. Endorsed by
APPCG, Core Cities, CTC, DfT, IHT, Sustrans and TAG. Organised
by Waterfront. Fees from £99 – 199, + VAT. www.thewaterfront.co.uk

Policies and practice for promoting pedalling
13th April 2011, LSBU, Central London
Conference looking at ambitions to invest in cycling and the value of
some recent relevant investments and ideas. Presentations, case
studies and workshops. Optional study tour on the previous evening
(12th). £150 (concessions £75).
www.lsbu.ac.uk/thelondoncyclingconference
The event is part of the series begun by Hugh McClintock at the
University of Nottingham, which was then hosted at the University of
Bolton and has moved to London South Bank University.

Fill That Hole Awards!

This is a unique opportunity for councils to tell everybody how
well they are fixing the roads during the coldest months
In 2007, CTC launched Fill That Hole, an online system to help
people report road defects to the relevant councils, also available
on iPhone. Now CTC has teamed up with Aggregate Industries to
offer an award for the authorities that provide the best fix reporting
from mid January to mid April.
There are two award categories:
1. Highest percentage of potholes fixed – based on the website
statistics
2. People’s vote – website users will be invited to mark local
authorities on the effectiveness of their response
Prizes: The winning authority in each category will undertake
official presentation photography (with celebrity!) and feature in a
national PR campaign to promote their achievement. Winners will
also have rights to use campaign photography for a three month
period for their own local and regional PR campaigns. The top five
local authorities in both categories will be presented with
commemorative trophies together with official photography to use
for their own local promotion.
For more see www.fillthathole.org.uk

In locations as far apart as Brighton and Glasgow, Cardiff and Belfast, Bike Club is giving children and young people access to cycling in a range
of ways to help them learn important skills and enjoy rewarding experiences. For all the latest, sign up to Bike Club’s newsletter:
www.bikeclub.org.uk
Bike Club is a joint initiative from ContinYou, UK Youth and CTC
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